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Abstract
Motivated by recent measurement of the magnetism and conductance of the oxygen-assisted Pt
nanojunctions, we performed first principle calculations of the magnetic order and electronic
transport by explicitly including fully relativistic effects. Our results show that the spin
alignment is a cycloidal spiral feature attributed to the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction, which
indicates that the observed magnetism in experiments is of noncollinear nature. The oxygen
concentration is the responsible for the switching of the rotational sense of the spiral magnetic
order found in oxygen-assisted Pt nanojunctions. Furthermore, the magnetic moments and
magnetoresistances vary with oxygen concentration in the chain, which can be used to tune the
magnetism and magnetotransport. The oxygen-assisted Pt nanojunctions offer a possibility for
spintronic applications in magnetic memory and quantum devices.

Keywords: noncollinear magnetic order, magnetotransport, Pt nanojunction

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The magnetic order and novel transport properties [1, 2] of
transition metal nanojunctions have potential applications in
future spintronic devices. These atomic scale junctions have
been successfully fabricated utilizing the mechanically con-
trollable break-junction technique [3, 4], which provide a
platform to investigate quantum transport phenomena [5]. The
experimental results show that late 5d elements, such as Pt
and Au, can form a long chain [6]. More interesting, the
probability of formation of atomic wires in break junctions
can be significantly enhanced when some gas molecules, such
as oxygen, are introduced in the growth of metal chain [7, 8].
The incorporation of oxygen atoms (rather than oxygen
molecules) results in strong zigzag bonds with transition
metal atom [9], assisting formation of a longer atomic wire.

Thus the junction can survive for a long time [10] in a rela-
tively low vacuum condition.

Bulk Pt is a non-magnetic metal, but Pt clusters [11],
monoatomic chains [12] and nanojunctions [13] tend to
spontaneously magnetize. The transition from non-magnetism
to magnetism is triggered by the reduced coordination number
(low dimensional) [14]. The magnetic properties of atomic
contacts have been thoroughly explored [11–17] using den-
sity functional theory (DFT) calculations. It has been reported
that local magnetic order of the stretched Pt atomic chains or
contacts occurs with colossal magnetic anisotropy [11–17].
The theoretical calculations demonstrated that spin–orbit
coupling (SOC) has a great influence on the magnetic
moment and the conductance in Pt junctions [13]. Further-
more, experimental measurements [1, 10] have been per-
formed to determine the magnetic features of Pt junctions. In
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these attempts, Cespedes et al [10] has prepared oxygen-
assisted Pt junctions. A small negative magnetoresistance
(MR) is observed in a high vacuum and the MR changes sign
with the increasing of the gas concentration. They reproduced
the reversed sign of the MR by utilizing DFT calculations
without SOC, but the MR ratios are not consistent with the
values detected in the experiments. Based on scalar relati-
vistic calculations, the collinear magnetic alignment of Pt
contact is presumed. However, the theoretical explanation is
not correct. As is known, the spin alignment usually tends to
be noncollinear in the system with SOC and inversion
asymmetry [18], such as zigzag chains [19] consisting of 3d
and 5d transition metal atoms. Importantly, a chiral magnetic
order can be caused by Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction
(DMI) [20, 21] owing to SOC and inversion asymmetry. In
order to fully understand the above experimental results, it is
desirable to study magnetic order and electronic transport of
oxygen-assisted Pt nanojunctions by explicitly considering
SOC effects [22].

2. Geometries and computational details

The nanojunctions are modeled by a series of finite atomic
wires suspended between two Pt electrodes, respectively. The
electrode is selected with Pt (001) pyramidal tip. A 3×3
supercell (8.323×8.323Å2) is used in the direction
perpendicular to the axial direction. The atoms in the lead
slabs are fixed at their bulk position. The distances of Pt–Pt
bond at pyramidal tip (about 2.64Å) are smaller than the bulk
value (2.77Å). For the sake of clarity the Pt nanojunctions are
represented by Pt4ON (N=0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5), where N
denotes the number of O atoms embedded in the nanojunc-
tions. The clean Pt junction (Pt4O0) consists of a pure Pt
atomic wire with four Pt atoms. The distance of Pt–Pt (d0)
bond of Pt atomic wire is set to be 2.43Å. For the dirty Pt
nanojunctions, all O atoms are adsorbed at the bridge sites of
Pt wires. The dirty Pt junction with one O atom (Pt4O1) is
shown in figure 1. The incorporation of the O atom increases
the Pt–Pt distance to d1=2.60Å and the height of the O
atom above the Pt wires (h) is 1.5Å. These values of bond
lengths are obtained using DFT calculations by Cespedes et al
[10]. When N=2, the suspended segment becomes a finite
Pt2O wire for the nanojunction Pt4O2. While the nanojunction

with five O atoms (Pt4O5) develops into a contact with a finite
PtO wire suspended between two Pt electrodes.

The electronic structure calculations are performed using
the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package [23]. DFT calcula-
tions are performed with a cut-off energy of 400eV.
Exchange correlation potential with general gradient
approximations in the form of Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof [24]
is chosen. The supercell along the axial direction is very large,
hence the Brillouin zone in this direction is chose only at
kz=0. While the Brillouin zone is sampled by a 4×4
k-point mesh in the plane perpendicular to the axial direction.
In addition, the convergence criterion of total energy is set to
be 10−6 eV. The initial magnetic moments in all junctions are
set parallel to the Pt atomic wire. The magnetic structures are
determined in a self-consistent manner which allows the
magnitude and direction of magnetic moments to be fully
relaxed. The ballistic conductance calculations are done using
the PWCOND code of QUANTUM-ESPRESSO package
[25]. The conductance is calculated by the Landauer–Buttiker
formula,

=G
e

h
T E , 1F

2
( ) ( )

where the total transmission at the Fermi level is obtained as
T EF( )=Tr[t t† ].

3. Results and discussions

The clean Pt junction (Pt4O0) forms a local magnetic moment
as shown in figure 2(a). The corresponding magnetic
moments per layer are presented. The arrangement of
magnetic moments is inserted in figure 2(a). It is clear that
collinear magnetic structure aligning to nanowire is energe-
tically stable and the magnitude distributes nonuniformly in
the suspended segment. The spin magnetic moment of atom 4
and atom 5 is up to 0.48 mB, which is slightly larger than the
value (0.41 mB) for the infinite wire with interatomic distance
of 2.43Å [10, 12, 14]. The tiny increase of spin moment may
be due to low dimensionality. The magnetic moment of the
atom 3 and atom 6 is 0.31 mB. However, the spin moment of
apex atom is only 0.04 mB. The coordination number increases
for the apex atom comparing to the central atoms, which
generates a stronger coupling with the nonmagnetic electrode.
As a result, the magnetic moment is significantly suppressed
by the lead. The orbital magnetic moments are slightly
smaller than spin moments and its distribution resembles to
spin moments. These collinear results are similar with
theoretical results of Smogunov et al [13]. The projected
densities of states (PDOS) on different suspended atoms are
plotted in figures 2(b) and (c), respectively. The PDOS pro-
jected on 5d atomic orbit for atom 4 follows the nature of Pt
atom in an infinite Pt wire [17]. As shown in figure 2(b), these
d states can be divided into three groups due to the symmetry:
D2 (dz2), D3 (dxz, dyz) and D4 (dxy, -dx y2 2). The majority and
minority density of states are asymmetrical for all atomic
orbits, inducing a moderate moment. A small splitting of D4

bands between the dxy and -dx y2 2 states can be clearly seen in

Figure 1. Structure of Pt atomic wire suspended between two Pt
(001) pyramidal tips and O atom adsorbed at the bridge site. d0 and
d1 give the Pt–Pt distance without and with oxygen, respectively. h
denotes the height of O atom above the Pt–Pt bond. s1 and s2 are two
mirror planes in oxygen-assisted Pt nanojunction.
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the PDOS of atom 3 (figure 2(c)) thanks to the presence of the
leads. The PDOS for both majority and minority states rear-
range in these atomic orbits, leading to a slight decline of the
magnetic moment in contrast to the central atom.

Previous theoretical results show that gas impurities can
enhance the stability of atomic wires, and change the magn-
etic moment of break junctions [9, 26]. The magnetic prop-
erties of the dirty Pt nanojunctions are investigated here in
order to shed light on the influence of oxygen impurities on Pt
nanojunctions. The magnetic properties of the Pt junction
incorporated with single O atom (Pt4O1) are depicted in
figure 3(a). The profiles of spin and orbital magnetic moments
are illustrated in the two insets, respectively. Interestingly, the
local magnetic moments of Pt atoms are not parallel to the
axis of nanowire any more. Noncollinear magnetic order
displays in both spin and orbital magnetic moments. The
alignment of magnetic moments is left-handed cycloidal
spiral structures. The spin and orbital magnetic moments of

the suspended Pt atoms decrease dramatically in contrast with
the clean Pt junction. The spin magnetic moments of the atom
3 and atom 4 drop down to 0.15 mB and 0.18 mB, respectively.
The values of orbital magnetic moments for Pt atom are
similar with their spin moments. The spin magnetic moment
of the O atom is 0.16 mB, while the value of orbital magnetic
moment for the O atom is only 0.01 mB. From the electron
difference density shown in figure 3(b), it is obvious that the
electrons transfer from atom 4 and atom 6 to the O atom
because of the high electronegativity of the O atom. The
electron depletion of atom 4 and atom 6 gives rise to the
decline of the magnetic moment in these atoms. The strong
hybridization between the O and Pt atoms causes the mag-
netization of the O atom. In addition, some electrons transfer
from atom 3 and atom 7 to the apex atom. It indicated that the
coupling between the wire and the nonmagnetic electrode is
enhanced, which results in a stronger suppression of magnetic
moments for atom 3 and atom 7.

The magnetic profile of Pt4O2 is depicted in figure 3(c).
The spin magnetic moments of the central Pt atoms and O
atoms are 0.19 mB and 0.15 mB, respectively. The value for the
central Pt atom is slightly larger than that of the infinite Pt2O
wire (0.15 mB). This effect is similar with the results of clean
Pt nanojunction. But the value for the O atom is near to that
for Pt2O wire (0.16 mB). The moment for atom 3 and atom 8
drops down to 0.09 mB. The orbital magnetic moments for the
suspended Pt atoms are about 0.08 mB and the values are near
zero for two O atoms. Left-handed cycloidal spiral structure
remains in this system and the deflection angle of magnetic
moments is larger than Pt4O1. The angle for the apex atom is
even up to 69◦. When the number of the O atom increases to 5
(figure 3(d)), the spin magnetic moments of the Pt and O
atoms in the center are 0.74 and 0.53 mB, corresponding to the
value of the infinite PtO wire. The two remaining suspended
Pt atoms have a spin moment of 0.38 mB. The spin moment
even spreads to electrodes and the value of apex atom is up to
0.10 mB. The orbital magnetic moments for the suspended Pt
atoms are almost half of the spin moments. But the values for
all O atoms are close to zero. Noncollinear magnetic order
also exists in this case, but the cycloidal spiral structure is not
left-handed any more. Actually, the cycloidal spiral structure
turns into right-handed when N increases to 4 and 5.

The influences of different oxygen concentration on the
magnetic properties are explored. Total magnetic moments of
the Pt junctions are depicted in figure 4(a) for both spin and
orbital magnetic moments. One can find the total spin
magnetic moments of the junctions show a unique non-
monotonous variation with N. The total spin moment
decreases from N=0 to N=2 but immediately appears a
reversal behavior, and it begins to increase when N=3.
When N is equal to 5, the total spin moment is up to 4.50 mB
which is far greater than that in Pt4O2 (0.58 mB) and Pt4O0

(1.56 mB). Although the change for orbital moments is less
evident than spin moments, the tendency is similar with that
of spin moments. From the above description of the magnetic
moment for Pt4ON, it is evident that the moments are mainly
contributed by the suspended wires which reserve the nature
of infinite wires. The magnetic moments for the central atoms

Figure 2. (a) The magnetic moments per atom of Pt4O0, black
squares and red circles represent the spin and orbital moments,
respectively. Inset: the alignments of magnetic moments in junction.
Spin-decomposed projected densities of states (PDOS) for the
suspended Pt atom 4 (b) and atom 3 (c).
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are close to that of the corresponding nanowires. For the cases
of infinite wire, the magnetic moments decrease from Pt to
Pt2O wire and increase from Pt2O to PtO wire. The trend of
magnetic moments for oxygen-assisted Pt nanojunctions
resembles that of the corresponding infinite wires. Moreover,
the charge transfer from the electrode to the suspended wire
will also influence the trend of magnetic moment which will
be discussed below.

In order to explain the above complex magnetic order, an
effective Hamiltonian of the magnetic system is introduced,
which can be expressed as

= - + ´H J S S D S S . 2ij i j ij i jeff · · ( ) ( )

The former term in the right side is the Heisenberg exchange
interaction and Jij is the exchange coefficient. The isotropic
interaction favors parallel or antiparallel magnetic order
determined by Jij. The latter is the DMI and the DM vectors
Dij determine simultaneously the strength and sign of DMI.
The antisymmetric interaction prefers an orthogonal
arrangement. The DMI arises from spin–orbit scattering of
electrons in the inversion asymmetric system. In our system,
Pt has a strong SOC effect as a heavy 5d element. The DMI
does not appear in the clean Pt junction with inversion
symmetric. While the adsorption of O atoms at the bridge site
of Pt wire breaks the structural inversion symmetry, which
leads to the appearance of DMI. The DMI gives rise to the
chiral magnetic order in the oxygen-assisted nanojunction.
The oxygen-assisted system has two mirror planes illustrated
in figure 1. One mirror plane (s1) includes Pt atomic wire and

the O atom. The other one (s2) perpendicular to Pt atomic
wire passes through the O atom. This pattern meets the sec-
ond and third Moriya’ rules [21]. As a consequence, the DM
vector is perpendicular to the mirror plane s1 (along the x
direction). Dij without component along the wire direction
leads to cycloidal arrangement rather than helical spiral
structure. The DM vector is proportional to SOC coeffi-
cientλ, and depends on the relative position of the O atom
[27, 28]. The vector product ´S Si j is parallel to −x axis in
the system of Pt4O1, hence the DM vectors must be anti-
parallel to −x axis for achieving a minimum energy in the
magnetic system. In this case, the sign of Dij is positive. The
cycloidal spiral structure turns into right-handed when N
increases to 4 and 5. The change of the rotational sense
indicates that the sign of Dij reverses with the oxygen con-
centration. As shown in figure 4(b), the DMI in the clean Pt
junction is zero. DMI appears with the participation of oxy-
gen and its sign is positive in a low oxygen concentration. But
the sign changes from positive to negative when the number
of O atoms increases to 4 and 5.

To further unveil the trend of magnetic moment and the
sign reversal of DMI, the charge transfer of the dirty Pt
nanojunctions with different oxygen concentration is analyzed.
The charge transfer depends on the oxygen concentration,
which will change the occupancy of electron states and the
coupling between the lead and suspended wire. The electron
difference densities of Pt4O2, Pt4O3, Pt4O4 and Pt4O5 are dis-
played in figure 4(c). The electron transfers from the suspended
wire to the apex atom for N 3, when O atoms are introduced.

Figure 3. The corresponding magnetic moments per atom of (a) Pt4O1 (c) Pt4O2 and (d) Pt4O5. Inset: the different alignments of magnetic
moments in junction with different O atom number are shown at the top of the corresponding figure. α, β and γ are the deflection angle of
magnetic moments at different sites. (b) The charge transfer of Pt4O1 as the difference between the charge density of the combined system
(Pt4O1) and the densities of the individual components (i.e., Pt junction and O atom).
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The suppression of magnetic moments induced by the leads is
strong. While N=4 and N=5, the apex atoms begin to lose
electron. Hence some electron transfers back to the suspended
segment at the situation of high oxygen concentration. The
suppression of magnetic moments will become weaker. The
magnetic moment will enhance in these systems. The sign of
DMI clearly correlates with the charge transfer. One can find a
significant change of the charge transfer for the apex atoms in
Pt4O3 and Pt4O4 which leads to the sign reversal occurring
between N=3 and N=4. The transition is similar with the
helicity reversal of the skyrmion in alloys of helimagnets
Mn -x1 FexGe [29, 30]. Recently, Belabbes et al [31] have also
reported a similar effect. They have found that the magnitude
and sign of the DMI can be modified by the coverage of the
oxygen capping on the magnetic bilayer. They attributed the
change of rotational sense to the variation of dipole moment,
induced by the charge transfer and the hybridization between
d state of the transition metal atom and p state of the O atom
[31]. Oxygen concentration offers a convenient way to control
the size and orientation of the magnetic moment in the Pt
junction.

In experiments, different MR phenomena are detected in
different gas concentration. A small negative MR is observed
in a high vacuum and the sign of MR changes with increasing
of gas concentration [10]. To get a better understanding of
these complex MR phenomena, it is instructive to investigate

the effect of noncollinear magnetic order on transport prop-
erties. Ballistic conductance by using fully relativistic calc-
ulation is presented in figure 5. The MR is estimated from the
ratio (GNM−GM)/GM, in which GNM and GM denote the
conductance in nonmagnetic and magnetic state, respectively.
For magnetic state, the conductance decreases with the
number of oxygen atom and tends to be saturated until N=3.
Different from the magnetic state, the conductance for non-
magnetic case shows a growth trend when >N 2. The con-
ductance of clean Pt junction for magnetic state (4.22 G0) is
the largest. Comparing with the magnetic case, a lower con-
ductance for the nonmagnetic state (4.07 G0) is obtained.
Hence the MR in this case is negative (−3.7%). When a
single O atom adsorbs on the Pt wire, the MR alters to
−0.6%. These values are in agreement with the small nega-
tive MR observed in a high vacuum [10]. The conductance of
Pt4O2 for magnetic state is 2.18 G0, while the value for
nonmagnetic case reaches its minimum (1.58 G0). The
negative MR is up to −27.5% in this system. When >N 2,
the conductance for nonmagnetic state becomes larger than
the magnetic case. Therefore, the MR of the nanocontact
changes its sign and becomes positive. The growing gap of
the conductance between nonmagnetic state (3.33 G0) and
magnetic state (1.48 G0) gives rise to a large MR for N=5.
The MR is up to 125.0% for Pt4O5. This value is greater than
our scalar relativistic value (81.0%) and the previous collinear
calculation result [10]. It indicates that SOC plays an
important role in magnetotransport of oxygen-assisted Pt
nanojunctions.

In order to clarify the difference in the trend of the
conductances between nonmagnetic and magnetic configura-
tions and the change of the MR sign, a simple consideration

Figure 4. (a) Total magnetic moments of Pt junction as a function of
O atom number, black solid squares and red solid circles stand for
spin and orbital moments, respectively. (b) The sign of DM vector
denoted by blue triangles depends strongly on O atom number. (c)
The electron difference density of Pt4O2, Pt4O3, Pt4O4 and Pt4O5.
electrodes, respectively. The portion of the lead slabs fixed at their
bulk position do not show in this panel.

Figure 5. (a) The conductances of Pt junction change with O atom
number, black open squares and red open circles represent
nonmagnetic state and magnetic state, respectively. (b) Blue open
triangles denote the MR of Pt4ON calculated with fully relativistic
method. The values of Pt4O5 for scalar relativistic result and
previous calculation result [10] are represented by red solid circle
and black solid square, respectively.
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of the band structures of the infinite Pt, Pt2O and PtO wire is
introduced. The bands for nonmagnetic state as well as for
magnetic case are plotted in figure 6. The schematic structure
of wires and the number of conductance channels (number of
bands crossing the Fermi level) are also given in the
corresponding figure. As shown in figures 6(a) and (b), the
bands of Pt wires for both states are labeled by mj= /1 2,
/3 2 and /5 2 (the eigenvalues of the operator Jz). The bands

for nonmagnetic state with±mj (figure 6(a)) are twofold
degeneracy owing to time-reversal symmetry [13]. The
degeneracy will disappear with the magnetization of the Pt
wire (figure 6(b)). The number of conductance channels is ten
for nonmagnetic state and nine for magnetic state, respec-
tively. One can find that the bands mj= /5 2 for non-
magnetic state touch the Fermi level close to their very edges
at A point, the electron occupying on these bands gives less
contribution to conductance. Hence the similar conductances
for both states occur even though the number of conductance
channels for the nonmagnetic state is larger than that for the
magnetic case. In low gas concentration, the adsorbed oxygen
atom acts as a scatterer. A reduction of conductance is
expected as soon as the scatterer (oxygen atom) is introduced.
When N=2, the segment suspended between two Pt

electrodes is a finite Pt2O wire. From the band structures of
infinite Pt2O (figures 6(c) and (d)), it is clear that the numbers
of conductance channels are two for nonmagnetic state and
three for magnetic state, which are far smaller than that of Pt
wire. Accordingly, the negative MR occurs in Pt4O2 and the
conductances of the nanojunctions for both states drop from
N=0 to N=2. With increasing the gas concentration, the
dirty Pt wire gradually behaves like finite PtO wire. Different
from the infinite Pt2O, the number of conductance channels
for magnetic state (Nchan=3) is smaller than the value for
nonmagnetic case (Nchan=6) in the system of the ideal
infinite PtO wire. Consequently, a positive MR is expected in
Pt4O5. The large gap of the number of conductance channels
between nonmagnetic and magnetic states gives rise to the
difference in the trends of the conductances between non-
magnetic and magnetic configurations for >N 2.

The conductances of Pt junctions are dependent on the
oxygen concentration and magnetic state. The fully relati-
vistic calculations reproduce the small negative MR detected
in a high vacuum and explain the sign change of MR in
experiments. Although the MR for fully relativistic calcul-
ation is larger than the previous scalar relativistic value for
low vacuum, the large MR effects detected in experiments

Figure 6. Band structures with both nonmagnetic and magnetic configurations of the ideal infinite Pt with d=2.43 Å are shown in the upper
panel (a) and (b). Pt2O wire with both magnetic configurations are displayed (c) and (d). The two lower panels (e) and (f) show the bands for
PtO wire. The schematic structure of the wires and the number of conductance channels are also provided in the corresponding panel.
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[10] cannot be reproduced as before. The possible reason is
that some sensitive factors are left out of consideration, like
the temperature and kondo effect [32].

4. Conclusions

In summary, the magnetic order and electronic transport are
explored in the oxygen-assisted Pt nanojunctions. The local
magnetic order presents in clean nanocontacts along with a
comparable orbital moment. DMI induces a noncollinear
magnetic order in the oxygen-assisted nanocontacts. The spin
rotational sense switches with the sign of DM vector which is
determined by the oxygen concentration. The total magnetic
moments vary as a function of oxygen concentration. In
addition, the results of ballistic conductance calculations
demonstrate that the conductance depends strongly on the
magnetic state and the number of O atoms, thus MR can be
tuned by oxygen concentration. The adsorption of O atoms
provides new opportunities to manipulate the magnetic state
and conductance in atomic scale. We expect these effects can
be extended to other light p impurities such as C, N and F.
The gas-assisted Pt nanojunctions are helpful for application
in the magnetic memory and sensor devices.
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